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A NOTE ON THE THOM ISOMORPHISM

MARK MAHOWALD1 AND NIGEL RAY

Abstract. The generalized homology version of the Thom isomorphism theorem is

exploited to give easy proofs of several recent theorems.

Let ß be an //"-space with homotopy inverse x —> x"1, and let/: ß —> BF classify

a stable spherical fibration over ß. The following result is proved in [2].

Theorem 1. If fis an H-map, then the Thom spectrum T(f) is a ring spectrum, and

there is a homotopy equivalence a: T(f) A ß+ -+ T(f) A T(f) (where + signifies a

disjoint base point).

For many applications, it is improtant that a is given by the Thomification of an

explicit map g:ßxS!-»ßxS2, where g(x, y) = (xy"\ v). For details, see [2].

Our purpose here is to note that Theorem 1 follows from a strong form of the

Thom isomorphism theorem in generalized homology. Specifically, we assume

given a stable spherical fibration v. X -* BF over a locally finite CW complex X,

and a ring spectrum E orienting v; i.e. a Thom class U: T(v)—*E whose restriction

to a fibre S° "^ T(v) is the unit of E. Then we have

Theorem 2. There is a homotopy equivalence a(U): E A T(v) —* E A X+ which

on homotopy groups induces the traditional Thom isomorphism

fci^^^^ArW)  £  v.(EAX+) = E,(X+).«(</).

Proof. First suppose that X has finite dimension, so that v lifts to vn: X —* BF„

for suitably large n. Let/>„: S(vn) -» X be the asociated «-sphere fibration, so that

T(vn) = X U„CS(vn).

Now write A: T(v„) -> T(vn) A A"+ for the diagonal

(x,pn(x)),    x ^ oo,
v i_^

' oo, x ¥= oo,

and consider the composite

a(U): E A T(vn) -* E A T(vn) A X+
idAA

-^     EA2"+lEAX+ -* £A2"+,A',
id At/Aid uAid

wher ju is the product in E.
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On homotopy groups this map induces a homomorphism fy,: Em+n+x(T(vn))^*

Ej(X+) which, by very construction, is Pi U. Thus 4>v is the usual Thom isomor-

phism, whence a( U) is an equivalence.

To complete the proof for all X, let n -» oo.

Corollary 3. Theorem 1 is true.

Proof. Let X = ß; choose E = T(v) and U as the identity. Then arid): T(v) A

T(v) -* T^) A ß+ is just the Thomification of g': ß X ß -» ß x ß given by g'(*> v)

= (xy, y). Thus the inverse of a(id) is the Thomification of g'~l, and g''1 is clearly

g-

Corollary 4. Suppose v. X —» 50 lifts to the (i — l)-connected cover BO<S>. Let

MO(j~y be the corresponding Thom spectrum. Then there is an equivalence ß:

MO</> A T(v) -* MO(i) A X+.

Applying this, we deduce a result of [1].

Corollary 5. Let N(i) be such that N(i)£ is trivial over RP', where £ is the Hopf

line bundle. Then there is an equivalence MO</> A RP%i)+j ~+ MO<0 A 2mRP/°

for allj (where RP? = RPm/RP"-1).

Proof. Consider the composite

MO«} A RP$0+J -» MO«} A RPRo A RPj*

ß^d MO«} A ?.m)RP? A RPf° -* MO«} A 2*°RP/',

where the first map is induced by the diagonal T(N(i)£ ®jQ -» T(N(i)Ç) A T(j%),

and the third by the projection RP+ -► 5°.

A simple homology calculation shows the composite to be an equivalence.
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